1 One Patch

- Attic Windows
- Attic Windows_Outline
- Birds in the Air
- Birds in the Air_Outline
- Churn Dash 01
- Churn Dash 02
- Churn Dash 03
- Churn Dash_Outline
- Economy 3
- Economy 3_Outline
- Puss in the Corner
- Puss in the Corner_Outline
- Rail Fence 01
- Rail Fence 02
- Rail Fence 03
- Rail Fence_Outline
2 Four Patch

- Crown of Thorns
- Crown of Thorns_Outline
- Dogtooth Violet
- Dogtooth Violet_Outline
- Four Patch 01
- Four Patch 02
- Four Patch 03
- Four Patch_Outline
- Fox & Geese 01
- Fox & Geese 02
- Fox & Geese 03
- Fox & Geese Outline
- Girls Favorite
- Girls Favorite_Outline
- Lattice Square
- Lattice Square_Outline
- Pinwheel
- Pinwheel_Outline
2 Four Patch

Snowball 4-Patch
Snowball 4-Patch Outline

3 Five Patch

Childrens Delight
Childrens Delight Outline
Providence
Providence Outline

4 Nine Patch

Broken Wheel
Broken Wheel Outline
Eccentric Star
Eccentric Star Outline

Friendship Star 01
Friendship Star 02
Friendship Star 03
Friendship Star Outline
4 Nine Patch

Grecian Square 01
Grecian Square 01_Outline
Grecian Square 02
Grecian Square 02_Outline
Greek Cross
Greek Cross_Outline
Monkey Wrench 01
Monkey Wrench 02
Monkey Wrench 03
Monkey Wrench_Outline
Nine Patch 01
Nine Patch 02
Nine Patch 03
Nine Patch_Outline
Nine Patch 03
Nine Patch_Outline
Rolling Stone
Rolling Stone_Outline
Shoo Fly
Shoo Fly_Outline
Snowball 9-Patch 01
Snowball 9-Patch 02

QuiltBlock Backgrounds Guide
4 Nine Patch

Snowball 9-Patch 03
Snowball 9-Patch_Outline
Summer Winds
Summer Winds_Outline
Swamp Angel
Swamp Angel_Outline

5 Stars

Card Basket
Card Basket_Outline
Double Friendship Star 01
Double Friendship Star 02
Double Friendship Star 03
Double Friendship Star_Outline
Eight Pointed Star
Eight Pointed Star_Outline
5 Stars

Morning Star
Morning Star_Outline
Ohio Star 01
Ohio Star 02
Ohio Star 03
Ohio Star_Outline
Old Snowflake
Old Snowflake_Outline
Sawtooth Star
Sawtooth Star_Outline

6 Diamond In The Square

Art Square
Art Square_Outline
Cross with a Cross
Cross with a Cross_Outline
6 Diamond In A Square

- Diamond in the Square 01
- Diamond in the Square 02
- Diamond in the Square 03
- Diamond in the Square_Outline
- Double Cross
- Double Cross_Outline
- Economy 1 01
- Economy 1 02
- Economy 1 03
- Economy 1_Outline
- Economy 2
- Economy 2_Outline
- King's Crown
- King's Crown_Outline
- Mosaic
- Mosaic_Outline
- Mother's Dream
- Mother's Dream_Outline
- New Album 01
- New Album 02
6 Diamond In Asquare
7 Borders

Bars and Blocks Border
Bars and Blocks Border_Outline
Bars Border
Bars Border_Outline

Checkered Border
Checkered Border_Outline
Checkered Corner
Checkered Corner_Outline

8 Fans & Plates

3 Petal Large Center Fan
3 Petal Large Center Fan_Outline
3 Petal Large Center Plate
3 Petal Large Center Plate_Outline

4 Petal Large Center Fan
4 Petal Large Center Fan_Outline
4 Petal Large Center Plate
4 Petal Large Center Plate_Outline
8 Fans & Plates
9 Curved

- Circle Star
- Circle Star_Outline
- Clamshell
- Clamshell_Outline
- Compass Star 01
- Compass Star 01-03_Outline
- Compass Star 02
- Compass Star 03
- Double Wedding Ring
- Double Wedding Ring_Outline
- Drunkards Path 01
- Drunkards Path 01_Outline
- Drunkards Path 02
- Drunkards Path 02_Outline
- Jelly Donut
- Jelly Donut_Outline
- Setting Sun
- Setting Sun_Outline
10 Eccentrics

- Right and Left
- Right and Left_Outline
- Slashed Album 01
- Slashed Album 02
- Slashed Album 03
- Slashed Album_Outline
- The Priscilla
- The Priscilla_Outline
- Washingtons Puzzle
- Washingtons Puzzle_Outline

11 Mosaics

- Mosaic 1
- Mosaic 1_Outline
- Mosaic 2
- Mosaic 2_Outline
11 Mosaics

Mosaic 3 01
Mosaic 3 02
Mosaic 3 03
Mosaic 3_Outline

Mosaic 4
Mosaic 4_Outline
Mosaic 5 01
Mosaic 5 02

Mosaic 5 03
Mosaic 5_Outline
Mosaic 6
Mosaic 6_Outline

12 Hexagons & Octagons

Meadow Flower
Meadow Flower_Outline
Octagon
Octagon_Outline
12 Hexagons & Octagons

Stained Glass Octagon

Stained Glass Octagon_Outline

13 Ladies Art Company

A Snowflake

A Snowflake_Outline

All Kinds

All Kinds_Outline

Baton Rouge

Baton Rouge_Outline

Johnnie Round The Corner

Johnnie Round The Corner_Outline

Magic Circle

Magic Circle_Outline

Navajo 01

Navajo 02
13 Ladies Art Company

Navajo 03
Navajo_Outline
Texas Rose
Texas_Rose_Outline
Wheel of Fortune
Wheel of Fortune_Outline

14 Log Cabins & Pineapples

14 Log Cabins & Pineapples\Large Center Log Cabin 01
14 Log Cabins & Pineapples\Large Center Log Cabin 02
14 Log Cabins & Pineapples\Large Center Log Cabin 03
14 Log Cabins & Pineapples\Large Center Log Cabin_Outline
14 Log Cabins & Pineapples\Log Cabin 01
14 Log Cabins & Pineapples\Log Cabin 02
14 Log Cabins & Pineapples\Log Cabin 03
14 Log Cabins & Pineapples\Log Cabin_Outline
14 Log Cabins & Pineapples

15 Pictures

Basket 01
Basket 01-03_Outline
Basket 02
Basket 03

Big Basket 01
Big Basket 01-03_Outline
Big Basket 02
Big Basket 03
15 Pictures

Butterfly
Butterfly_Outline
Cake Stand
Cake Stand_Outline
Flower Basket
Flower Basket_Outline
Fruit Basket
Fruit Basket_Outline
Gift Box
Gift Box_Outline
Pine Cone 01
Pine Cone 01_Outline
Pine Cone 02
Pine Cone 02_Outline
Pine Tree
Pine Tree_Outline
Pine Trees
Pine Trees_Outline
Sailboat
Sailboat_Outline
15 Pictures

- Sewing Machine
- Sewing Machine_Outline
- Spool
- Spool_Outline
- Thimbles
- Thimbles_Outline

16 Autograph

- Autograph Churn Dash 01
- Autograph Churn Dash 01-03_Outline
- Autograph Churn Dash 02
- Autograph Churn Dash 03
- Autograph Star 01
- Autograph Star 01-03_Outline
- Autograph Star 02
- Autograph Star 03
16 Autograph

Signature Block 01
Signature Block 01-03_Outline
Signature Block 02
Signature Block 03

17 Kaleidoscopes

Kaleidoscope 01
Kaleidoscope 01-03_Outline
Kaleidoscope 02
Kaleidoscope 03

18 Geometrics

Blocks in a Box
Blocks in a Box_Outline
Broken Band
Broken Band_Outline

Interlocked Squares 01
Interlocked Squares 01-03_Outline
Interlocked Squares 02
Interlocked Squares 03
18 Geometrics

Patchwork Heart

Patchwork Heart_Outline

Strip Heart

Strip Heart_Outline

T Quartet 01

T Quartet 01-03_Outline_06

T Quartet 02

T Quartet 03

Twelve Triangles

Twelve Triangles_Outline